
LP® SoLutionS™ Software
• The problem-solving CAD-based building software program

• Now includes Load Transfer

• Reduces manual entry for faster designs

• Unsurpassed design flexibility and ease of use

• Easy to learn, easy to use

• Faster, more accurate framing layouts and price quotes

LP® SoLutionS™ Software

tM

Better Building Begins Here

the ProbLeM-SoLving CaD-baSeD 
buiLDing Software PrograM 
LP® Solutions™ Software gives you the tools you 
need to create functional designs and maximize 
efficiency throughout the building process. Design 
and view in 2D and 3D, with “Walkthrough” and 
“Navigate” functions to move through 3D models. 

now inCLuDeS LoaD tranSfer 
Thanks to a series of checks and balances, LP 
Solutions Software helps you increase efficiencies 
for every phase of every project. Complete Load 
Transfer capabilities ensure you build with the 
strength you need.

reDuCeS ManuaL entry for  
faSter DeSignS 
Use a customized builder’s template to facilitate 
efficiency, or import drawings and data in your 
choice of formats as your layout guideline.

unSurPaSSeD DeSign fLexibiLity 
Move it, extend it, change it, rearrange it – 
everything in your design will maintain the proper 
relations and connections they need to, thanks to 
true parametric modeling. Plus, Options 
Management lets you create as many versions and 
variations of a design as you need.

eaSy to Learn, eaSy to uSe 
Unlike some programs, the LP Solutions  
Software interface reflects the natural workflow  
of a real-world building. It takes you through each 
stage of design and construction step-by-step.

faSter, More aCCurate fraMing 
LayoutS anD PriCe quoteS 
Thanks to LP Solutions Software, your price 
quotations and materials lists can be more  
accurate than ever. And by linking to machinery 
and accounting systems as well as other business 
software, you can streamline your operations to  
an unprecedented degree.

For more information on LP Solutions Software or  

other LP products, please visit our website at LPCorp.com.  

E-mail: customer.support@lpcorp.com 
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